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Mark Raven Amsterdam Art 

"City Impressions"

Mark Raven captures Amsterdam in all of its glory through his celebrated

sketches, drawings, and prints. From hauntingly beautiful windmills to

charming canals, Mark Raven's art is stunning and at times whimsical.

Stop by to shop for art or pick up a souvenir in the form of t-shirts and

posters.

 +31 20 846 6232  www.markraven.nl/  info@markraven.nl  Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal

174, Amsterdam

 by Hans   

Galerie de Salon 

"Creative Cuts & Local Art"

Galerie de Salon is more than just a neighborhood spot for a cut and

shave. This combination salon and art gallery features a display of art that

rotates every six weeks. Admire paintings and sculptures while expert

hands sculpt your next hairdo.They even host workshops and art

appreciation events on the weekends.

 +31 627280899  info@galerie-de-salon.nl  Wolvenstraat 13, Amsterdam

 by Hans   

KochxBos Gallery 

"Graphical Venture"

The immensely talented and skilled graphic designers Esther Koch and

Hans Bos have come together and initiated a new movement in the form

of KochxBos Gallery. The graphic designs showcased at this gallery are

truly captivating, the vibrant colors and collages of images amazing one

and all. Patterns represent a combination of modern and traditional era.

Do drop in to experience the vision of tomorrow.

 +31 20 681 4567  www.kochxbos.nl/  gallery@kochxbos.nl  Eerste Anjeliersdwarsstraat

36, Amsterdam

 by Hans   

Radar Architecture and Art 

"Unconventional Art"

Founded in 2008 by acclaimed architect Marco de Piaggi, Radar aims to

provide a platform for unconventional and innovative artists to showcase

their work. The gallery avoids patronizing any particular medium and

welcomes everything from photography and sculpture to video art. Apart

from this, the museum also hosts exhibitions on architecture. Challenging

the traditional notions of art, the award-winning Radar is a unique gallery

in the city's art scenario.

 +31 62 916 3300  www.radar-

amsterdam.com/

 info@radar-

amsterdam.com

 Eerste Rozendwarsstraat 17,

Amsterdam
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Galerie Fons Welters 

"Marvellous Creations"

Established in 1988, Galerie Fons Welters is one of Amsterdam's

celebrated galleries for contemporary art. Works of artists such as Job

Koelewijn, Nicky Zwaan, Jan de Cock and Folkert de Jong have been

showcased here. Since 2000, a small area of the gallery, called Playsation,

has been reserved for amateur artists. Galerie Fons Welters is an excellent

platform for budding as well as established artists to display their talents.

Gallery Fons Welters is a must-visit if you are a patron of this artistic style.

 +31 20 423 3046  www.fonswelters.nl/  mail@fonswelters.nl  Bloemstraat 140, Amsterdam

 by Tasos_Lekkas   

Gerhard Hofland 

"Leading Contemporary Gallery"

Discover upcoming talent in contemporary art at this eclectic gallery

located a little outside the city center. Originally established as the

Aschenbach & Hofland, the gallery had humble beginnings and took its

time to make its presence felt in the the city's art circuit. Today, owner

Gerhard Hofland's eponymous gallery is well-known for showcasing the

best upcoming international as well as Dutch artists. Stop by to check out

works by the legends of tomorrow.

 +31 629023933  gerhardhofland.com/  mail@gerhardhofland.com  Bilderdijkstraat 165C,

Amsterdam

 by Hans   

P//////AKT 

"Avant-garde Art"

P//////AKT was established in 2003 with a view to providing a platform for

upcoming as well as established artists that challenge established

perceptions of contemporary art and thought. The expansive studio

stands on the picturesque Zeeburgerpad flanked by two canals on either

side. While the purpose-built space is more suited to individual

exhibitions, it is highly adaptable and can be configured as per need. Stop

by to discover some of the most unconventional art in the city.

 +31 654270879  www.pakt.nu/  info@pakt.nu  Zeeburgerpad 53,

Amsterdam
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